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Accessible, fast, reliable digital solutions that enable you and your users to do more.

It's our job to ensure that it performs at its best, so let us make your website work for you!

See what we can do


Why Choose Juniper?
We're experts in developing and hosting custom Static Sites. Our sites are bespoke and built from scratch – no cookie-cutter templates here! Our aim will always be to create a digital experience with the highest achievable standard for Speed, SEO, Digital Accessibility and the latest Best Practices. We work closely with our clients to deliver exceptional quality without compromise. 
Juniper's digital carbon and sustainability principles puts efficiency at the heart, keeping your site beautiful and lightweight, and to lessen the impact of digital on the environment. Our sites run on green technology and by making sites fast to load and logical to navigate, users will need to spend less time charging their devices before finding the information or completing the task they visited for.
Contact us to learn how we can create a unique, high-performing website that will elevate your online presence.
Find out more










Our ServicesWhat can Juniper do?
Our team at The Juniper Studio possesses a wealth of experience honed in the technology industry, from the management of technical teams and the execution of complex projects within fast-paced, product-driven environments.  We have a proven track record of success, having worked with a diverse range of clients, including national charities Kent Wildlife Trust and Glaucoma UK, as well as financial institutions including Tide and JP Morgan Chase. 
Our experience in these fields allows us to bring a unique perspective and valuable insights to the table, enabling us to effectively support our clients achieve their goals.
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Latest News 
Grab a coffee ☕️ and discover our unique perspectives, innovative ideas, and sources of inspiration, all in one convenient place.  From Remote Working to Javascript Frameworks, we cover a range of subjects that we hope will spark your interest.  Browse our articles today and join the conversation.

View our Blog
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Case Study
Wilder Carbon
New Site with Auth0
Wilder Carbon service showcase, their projects, and a member-only area to share resources and important comms.


Read all about it →

	







Case Study
Glaucoma UK
Full Agency Support
Glaucoma UK is national charity and their site is a valuable resource for medical professionals, people with glaucoma and their families.  


Read all about it →

	







Portfolio of projects
Our Work
From basic website to business strategy...
You can find us at either end, and anywhere in between.  
See some of the other clients we've helped on their digital journey.  


See our work →










Think we can helpWhy not get in touch?
As with everything in life, some things just work well together.  So if you are looking for support for your Shopify, a fresh-out-of-the-box website, or help to create a Digital Strategy you've come to the right place.  We pride ourselves on our flexibility and honesty.  Contact us for a chat and virtual coffee.

Contact Us

Our Reviews
The latest reviews from our Clients


	


Working with Juniper on our new auction website was the easiest experience I have ever personally had with developers.

From the beginning, both Nicki and Jodie were very helpful, friendly and willing to listen to all of our requests and even supported us in integrating our auction software into the website.

From concept to delivery, they were always available on the phone or by email to make any tweaks and changes all of which were implemented in record time allowing us to get the new website live quickly.

Overall I would highly recommend working with Nicki and Jodie and we will certainly be using them again on other projects if we get the chance.
James Tomlinson - 11th January 2023
	


We'd highly recommend The Juniper Studio to anyone needing website support or design. The team feel like an extension of our internal department, they answer queries really quickly and we've found them to be incredibly transparent and reliable.
Glaucoma UK - 8th July 2022
	


Juniper have been an absolute joy to work with. Nicki and Jodie are friendly, helpful and deliver attractive and efficient products under very short timescales. What started as one website may turn into three as well as significant involvement in other projects around implementing other pieces of software into our workflows. Couldn't recommend them more!
Robbie Still - 29th June 2022
5 out of 5 on Google Reviews
Working with 
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